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OVERALL
INTENTION
WHAT WE ARE LOOKING FOR:

Over the coming months, Elizabeth April will
be expanding her business. During this
expansion, EA is searching for production
teams and high vibe collaborations to help
support her next big venture!

MEET E.A
EXPAND | AWAKEN | INSPIRE
Elizabeth April is a 29 year old who was born with
extrasensory abilities. At a young age she was able to see
ghosts and spirits and read energies from other people.
Since childhood she has developed these abilities into a
wide array of skills, from clairvoyance, past life regression
to precognition. Based on a variety of experiences, EA is
most excited about exploring the topics of Spiritual
Awakening, Cosmic Disclosure, and Quantum Physics.
Whether you are sitting in her audience, watching her
YouTube channel, or reading her book, the insights
channeled through her will leave you feeling in tune with
limitless possibilities!
ARE YOU READY?

THE
AWAKENING
WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?
New age spirituality or self help is a rapidly growing market and field of curiosity
for the millennial and Z generations.
Elizabeth April has been preparing her brand, approach, communication and
socials to connect with these individuals... not to mention she is one herself!
With a growing curiosity in these demographics and a wealth of knowledge to
share, Elizabeth is determined to be the new face of this expanding movement.

"YOU ARE A STUDENT OF THE UNIVERSE AND A TEACHER OF ITS
KNOWLEDGE" - EA

THE SOCIAL
FACEBOOK | INSTAGRAM | YOUTUBE
With well over seven million views on YouTube and over nine
million minutes watched every month, it's clear that people are
ready for what EA has to say.
Social media plays a key role in Elizabeth April's mission to awaken
the masses. She utilizes popular social media platforms and
regularly streams live videos discussing ground-breaking topics.
Along with live videos, Elizabeth also allows her followers into her
exciting personal life creating a deeper connection and loyalty. EA
continues to post inspirational quotes, daily pictures, and
interactive stories to keep people excited for what is to come.
Social media also allows EA to promote her brand and exclusive
products for people looking for more in-depth content.
"IF ONE PERSON LEAVES A LIVE VIDEO FEELING EMPOWERED
I DID MY JOB" - EA
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THE E.A BUSINESS
EXPAND | TEACH | AWAKEN
Starting an online school, hosting international retreats, live webinars,
writing books, public speaking and individual sessions with thousands
of clients...
After just months of starting her podcast "Expand with Elizabeth April",
she has already ranked on the top ten spiritual podcast lists in thirty
countries and has well over 500k downloads.
Elizabeth April is always looking for ways to bring people together.
Holding space for people wanting to express their authentic selves is
something EA does best.

AUTHOR
INFLUENCER
PUBLIC SPEAKER
INTERNATIONAL RETREATS
RENOWNED PSYCHIC & TEACHER

NEXT STEPS
EXPAND| AWAKEN | EA
Elizabeth April is ready to awaken humanity on a much
LARGER scale. People deserve to know how powerful they
truly are, and how to manifest the life they truly want to live.
People needlessly struggle every single day, EA is here to
ease that burden.
EA just released her first book, and is ready to start her own TV
show and speak around the world. Although there is nothing
holding her back, it begs the question...
"Are you READY to be a part of the movement?"

THANK YOU!
EXPAND| AWAKEN | EA
Please contact Elizabeth April and her team:

Website: ElizabethApril.com
Email: Mona@ConsciousLivingPR.com

ARE YOU READY?

